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Love is the key to unlocking the secrets of nature.
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ABSTRACT
Human Main Disease (HMD) is the mother of all human
diseases. HMD occurs as a result of the blockage of
external veins. The onset of HMD happens at a very
early age. Every living human has HMD and is in need
of treatment. A treatment method is described herein.
By controlling HMD, all of the human specific diseases
come under control. HMD is preventable.
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BACKGROUND
I was depressed for fifteen years. My body was full of
pain, and my life was totally miserable. I sold my main
business, a chemistry research laboratory, in 2001. I
was incapable of doing much or dealing with people. I
put my children in charge of my other business. At the
end of November 2010, I retreated to a small condo in
southwest Florida to either live in isolation or find an
alternative.
On June 1st, 2011, I had been in complete isolation for
seven months. By that time, both my arms and body were
like a solid piece, nearly immobile. I thought something
was acting as glue that caused my skin, bones, and
muscles to all stick tightly together and make any motion
impossible or very painful.
Deep massage therapy was some help, but not nearly
enough. I remembered that the best way to separate
three layers of material with different hardness that are
glued together is to tap them. I took a wooden mallet
and started to tap all over my body. I believed I had to
continue tapping until I overcome the thermodynamic
barrier of the tissue involved.
Six days into tapping and massaging myself, I noticed
a large quantity of liquid collected under the skin of my
belly. I did not know what to make of it. Several hours
later I had frequent urges to urinate, like someone who
drank a lot of beer. I noticed the urine was slightly offwhite, similar to blood serum. The liquid under my skin
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disappeared, and my muscles became somewhat softer. I
felt some pressure on my body was released.
I realized that the tightness of my muscles was caused
by liquid waste under pressure, the equivalent of blood
pressure. Instead of glue, I found urine. I realized spent
blood was trapped under my skin and then I understood
what was going on.
Eventually I understood the cause of my HMD and
related diseases and cured them all. I explain my findings
in the following pages.
Desire to turn into flame rose out of my ashes.

I turn the universe around, if it turns against my will
around I’m not the one, to be cowed by whatever stands,
moves or may turn around.
-- Fredowsi, Shahnameh (book of kings),
Persian, 9th century)
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INTRODUCTION
This work entails the application of science through
spirituality and mysticism. It was performed in the
course of several months in isolation. All diseases that
are mentioned as cured are the ones with which I was
afflicted. The subject of this study was my own diseased
body. Extrapolations to other diseases are on the basis of
my familiarity with Human Main Disease (HMD) and
comparison with other animals.
These findings are not the same as those achieved through
conventional knowledge.
To prove or disprove any or all of these findings, one has
to restore blood flow (not blood pressure) throughout the
body and observe.
Mysticism is about acquisition of knowledge, curiosity,
and the ability to focus. To give you an idea of what I’m
saying, I have provided another poem.
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SOUND OF CARAVAN
The sound of caravan burns into my soul tonight
Oh god, my secret was to all told tonight
Go slow, go slow caravan, turn around caravan
I am a broken-hearted left behind from this caravan tonight
I am full of sadness and sorrow, my witness my tears
I won’t get anywhere; I’ve lost my road tonight
Breeze of her memory blows me to the city of unknowns
I am a fire left behind by caravans tonight
To whom should I tell the sorrow of my heart, the fire in
my soul?
She has no whereabouts; I am not looking for her
whereabouts tonight
Where did you go beautiful bird? I went insane, what
happened to your love
You don’t know, the sorrow of your absence made me
well- known in
The world tonight.
-- Masood Arjmand
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Unity and determinism are two basic tenets of mysticism.
Lover and beloved are the same phenomenon*. They are
to be found in the same place. If she has an address, she is
not your beloved. Look for her in the city of unknowns,
in your own mind. That is where she resides. But when
you find her, she won’t be what you expected.
*

Phenomenon: like electricity and magnetism, or body and
soul, or problem and solution, or cause and cure.
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